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introduction 

Evergreen’s Ribbon at the Lower Don started as a fundraising campaign 
to get people excited about the potential “to create accessible, beautiful 
and natural parkland in the most urban part of Toronto”1. At Evergreen’s 
Ribbon design charrette, leading North American landscape designers 
developed a series of preliminary master plans to activate this neglected 
green space, and to draw surrounding communities back into the valley. 
Many of their designs have been integrated into the “People’s Plan for  
the Riverfront Ribbon”, a vision to mobilize Torontonians to reconnect 
with their Don River Valley2.

If the proposed interventions are the flame to ignite the vision,  
they require fuel in the form of political will, community support,  
and funding. This report explores the public-private partnership as  
a recent strategy for park funding, and provides insight from five case 
studies that share many characteristics with the Riverfront Ribbon.
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parks as public-private partnerships
Parks are an important piece of public infrastructure in cities; they help make cities 
vibrant and desirable places to live, work, and play. Parks have well-known social, 
environmental, and economic benefits3. Municipal funding for parks is critical in 
order to ensure equitable access to green space, maintenance of parks across the  
city, and high levels of public safety within them.

In recent years, parks have received a declining share of the public purse, competing 
with other important municipal services like policing and garbage removal. In order 
to maintain quality public spaces, cities have invited the participation of community 
and voluntary groups, accepted gifts from private philanthropy, and developed  
own-source revenue streams from concessions, events, and programming in parks4.

As a country with a strong culture of philanthropy, the United States has seen parks 
charities, “Friends of” groups, and conservancies emerge at a pace of roughly 20 per 
year5. The park conservancy movement began with the creation of the Central Park 
Conservancy in 1980. Central Park has been the recipient of $700 million of private 
money, including a recent gift of $100 million from billionaire John Paulson6. In 2011, 
half of the major cities in the United States cut their parks funding7. Many of these 
charitable organizations stepped in to fill the gap. 

Parks non-profit groups typically assume responsibility for ongoing park 
maintenance and/or fundraising for major capital improvements to existing parks. 
Where new parks have been created through a public/private partnership, the  
initial capital has been a blend of public dollars and money raised through a 
fundraising campaign.
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A Scan of Commonwealth and US Examples
This project aimed to explore examples both within and outside of the United States, 
so cases were examined in Australia, New Zealand, the United Kingdom, and Canada. 
The search was limited to a) new parks that were created through public-private 
partnerships, involving; b) one or more public agencies, c) a non-profit fundraising 
entity, and d) significant private money. The capital required to get the project off the 
ground could be any combination of public and private funds.

Through numerous internet searches, scanning the websites of relevant agencies, and 
conversations with individual contacts, a list of 32 projects has been assembled, including  
25 in the United States, 3 in Canada, and 4 in the UK. This list of projects is included as  
table   1. The vast majority of the privately-accelerated public park projects in table 1  
were initiated in the last 15 years.

The trend of private non-profits providing public services has not caught on to the same 
extent in Canada, although there is evidence of a growing reliance on the private sector’s 
involvement in infrastructure provision. This report addresses a central question: would a 
public-private partnership be a potential model through which to bring Toronto’s Riverfront 
Ribbon to life? The following five case studies were chosen from the list in table 1, as they 
offer important reflections on potential private involvement in the establishment of the 
Riverfront Ribbon.
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CASE STUDIES  

The following five case studies were chosen because they represent projects 
with a number of similarities to the Ribbon. All five are new parks created within 
post-industrial landscapes. Each of their creations necessitated major capital 
campaigns, involving public and private funds. They are similar in the ways in 
which they connect communities, creating green spaces in notably park-poor 
neighbourhoods, and emphasizing public art and environmental education.

NEW YORK CITY, NY1
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NEW YORK CITY, NY2
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london, uk3
the 606
CHICAGO, IL4
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toronto, CANADA5
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the high line 

The High Line was the first project of its kind. This grassroots effort has evolved into one of the top tourist destinations in New York 
City, with over five million visitors per year. The Highline is a 2.3 kilometre trail on the west side of Manhattan, adorned with public 
art and gardens, and fronted by new condominiums on land where the value has soared based on its adjacency to this new park.

The High Line was initiated by two neighbourhood residents, who banded together to create the Friends of the High Line 
organization. The elevated train line was donated to the City of New York by CSX Transportation Inc. in 2005. Widely regarded as  
the “world’s most expensive park” the High Line has accumulated admirers and sparked imitators from around the world.

Lead Organization: Friends of the High Line
Public Partner: City of New York
Designer: James Corner Field Operations, Diller Scofidio Renfro, Piet Oudolf  

Capital funding8:

The High Line was created in three sections.
Sections 1 & 2: $152.3 Million

• $123.2 M from the city
• $20.3 M from the federal government
• $400,000 from the state
• $8.4 M in donations

Section 3, and 30th street spur: $110 Million
• $35 M in donations
• $75 M still to be raised

Operating Funding:
 Friends of the High Line raises 98% of the High Line’s annual budget, approximately $3 million dollars. 

Getting the High Line off the ground:
The development and funding of the High Line has required the involvement of numerous partners. New York is well known for its 
strong philanthropic community, and the early fundraising involved a number of high profile Manhattanites. The City was also an 
early champion. Given the complexity of the project, it required approval from a variety of municipal agencies and departments  
across its numerous stages. The mayor’s office was essential to keeping the project moving. In addition to the mayor’s office, the 
Friends of the High Line worked with the Department of Parks and Recreation and the City’s Economic Development Corporation. 

NEW YORK CITY, NY

YEAR OPENED: 2005
WWW.THEHIGHLINE.ORG
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economic impacts of the high line:

The Friends of the High Line reached out to local businesses and property owners from the early days of the project and 
lobbied to get the rail line taken down instead. They knew the High Line would be good for business, but community members 
needed convincing. The Chelsea Property Owners group was the main opponent to the idea of its conversion into a park. 
Despite this early opposition, the High Line has had incredible impact on the development of the Manhattan’s west side, 
and on the land values of surrounding properties. Michael Levere9 estimates that the opening of the High Line led to an 
immediate 10% increase in surrounding property values. This increased the amount of property tax collected by the city, 
and an amount nearly equal to the cost of building the park was recuperated in one year10. As of 2011, there were 47 recently 
completed or proposed developments near the High Line11.
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HUDSON RIVER PARK 

The Hudson River Park started out as a city plan for the revitalization of the formerly industrial waterfront area along 
Manhattan’s west side. In 1996, a group of citizens formed the Hudson River Park Alliance in order to save the plan and renew 
government commitment to its implementation.

The Hudson River Park consists of roughly 6.4 kilometres of coastline, connecting six neighbourhoods with a linear trail and 
numerous piers. The park includes indoor and outdoor sports facilities and commercial and recreational boat docks, and it is 
dotted with public art pieces and references to the history of the piers and the ecology of the Hudson River.

Lead Organization: Hudson River Park Trust 
Public Partner: Friends of Hudson River Park, Pier 55 Inc.
Design for Pier 55: Thomas Heatherwick

Capital funding:
• $350 M from public funds (state and city)
• Friends of the HRP raises funds for specific projects
• $100 M from Diller-Von Furstenburg Family Foundation for Pier 55

Operating Funding: 
• Park revenues 
• Donations to Friends of Hudson River Park

Floating the Hudson River Park:
The park is 72% complete, with a number of areas still under construction. One of these is Pier 55 in the Meatpacking District 
section, a proposed 2.7 acre park on a pier. The majority of the capital for Hudson River Park has come from city and state 
sources, but Pier 55 is an entirely private venture, led by a non-profit organization created for this purpose. The organization 
Pier55, Inc. was created through a $100 million dollar donation from the Diller-Von Furstenburg Family Foundation. Pier55 
Inc. has entered into a lease agreement with Hudson River Park, where Pier55, Inc. is the tenant, and is responsible for all 
initial design and construction costs, as well as maintenance and programming of the park for the first 20 years. This project 
has received significant attention, in part due to the spectacular proposal for its design. Construction of Pier 55 is expected to 
begin in 2016.

NEW YORK CITY, NY

YEAR OPENED: 2003
WWW.HUDSONRIVERPARK.ORG
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the garden bridge 

The Garden Bridge is a proposed 366 metre-long footbridge that will stretch across the River Thames between the South 
Bank and Temple Station. The bridge will be planted with 2,500 square metres of trees, shrubs, and plants, designed to reflect 
the natural heritage of the River Thames. Founded in 2013, the Garden Bridge Trust is the non-profit responsible for raising 
funds for the construction, maintenance, and programming of the bridge. In 2014, planning permission was granted by the 
boroughs on each end of the proposed bridge.

Lead Organization: Garden Bridge Trust
Public Partner: Transport for London
Design for Pier 55: Thomas Heatherwick

Capital funding: The projected cost of building the Garden Bridge is £175 million ($266 million USD).  
Public funding for the project includes:

• £10 M grant from Transport for London (+£20 M loan)
• £30 M from the federal Department for Transport

The remainder will be raised through private and corporate donations. To date, the Trust has raised:
• £17 M is from individual philanthropists
• £10 M from corporate donors, and
• £40 M from major charitable trusts

Operating Funding: The Garden Bridge Trust will be responsible for the operating costs, estimated at £2-3 million per year.

Cultivating the Garden Bridge:

The Garden Bridge has been mired in controversy and public perception issues, to the extent that the initial public funding 
from Transport for London, originally £30 M, was reduced to £10 M. The website for the Garden Bridge has an active Fact 
vs Fiction section, where the Trust has responded to a number of the common critiques including issues of cost, funding, 
and access. The website also includes an extensive discussion of the predicted economic, social, and ecological benefits of 
the Bridge. Still, recent news reports describe declining public support in response to proposed security measures, lack of 
transparency, and various activities that have been prohibited on the bridge12.

At time of writing, the Trust plans to start construction in Fall 2016, despite being £30 M short of the private funding 
required. The public outcry and concern that taxpayers may be on the hook if costs run over the projected £175 million  
may further delay the project.

london, uk

YEAR OPENED: still in development, scheduled to open in 2018
WWW.gardenbridge.london
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the 606

The 606 is a 4.3 km trail along the elevated Bloomingdale train line, connecting six neighbourhoods on Chicago’s northwest 
side.  These neighbourhoods have less green space per capita than the city’s average, and the 606 was expressly created 
to remedy this situation. Named for the first three digits of all Chicago zip codes, the idea for the 606 emerged from local 
community members, who requested support from the Trust for Public Land. The Trust for Public Land is a national charity 
that works to preserve green space, with urban parks as one of its main priorities. The 606 opened in June 2015, linking four 
existing neighbourhood parks, and creating two new parks that remain under construction six months later. The park features 
a number of public art pieces and opportunities for education.

Lead Organization: Trust for Public Land
Public Partner: Chicago Park District, City of Chicago 
Designer: Chicago Park District, City of Chicago

Capital funding: The 606 is a $95 million project. Funding includes:
• $50 M in federal dollars (CMAQ grant for active 

transportation)
• $10 M from city and state
• $40 M private fundraising (just over $24 M so far)

Operating Funding: 
• Trust for Public Land has a Memorandum of Understanding 

with the Park District until 2017
• Chicago Park District is responsible for the operation  

of the park after 2017

chicago, il

YEAR OPENED: 2015
WWW.the606.ORG
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Elevating the 606:

The Chicago Park District, an agency of the City of Chicago with its own taxing authority, hired the Trust for Public Land to 
manage the project. The Trust is responsible for: Fundraising, Community engagement, and Project management. 

The leadership of a non-profit organization has helped to simplify this complex project, with one party in charge of 
management and major decisions. This also increases fundraising returns, as donors prefer to give money to a mission-driven 
non-profit rather than the city government, to which they already pay taxes. For the 606, TPL helped the City to assemble  
$60 M in public funding. The Chicago Park District is responsible for a loan for the remaining $35 M, which TPL is repaying 
with the money it raises from community, philanthropic, and corporate donors.

In its fundraising, TPL has emphasized the important civic role that the 606 will play in connecting communities, bridging 
divides, and improving access to green space13. The 606 as a living work of art has captured the hearts of many. $5 M has 
been raised from corporate sponsors, but these donors have not asked to have any control over the project, or attached 
any restrictions to their gifts. TPL has actively recognized these gifts, but this has not resulted in any permanent corporate 
branding on the 606. TPL is also careful to ensure that the Park District and the City are recognized for their essential role, as 
is Mayor Rahm Emmanuel, who has championed the project since its beginning14.

15Photo credit: Jeff Banowetz
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UNDER GARDINER

The Under Gardiner is set to be a 10-acre network of pathways and gathering spaces developed underneath the Gardiner 
Expressway. These spaces will leverage the expressway as a canopy for “outdoor rooms” to be activated by markets, meetings, 
and performances. Two major elements aim to reconnect the space with the city: a “grand stair” and a pedestrian bridge, both 
designed to connect the park space to the existing street grid that currently skirts and bypasses the span of the expressway.

Lead Organization: The donor is currently studying whether the space could be operated by a park conservancy
Public Partner: Waterfront Toronto, City of Toronto
Designer: Public Work and Ken Greenberg  

Capital funding:
• $25 M private donation from philanthropist and urban planner Judy Matthews

This project represents the largest single private donation to Toronto parks and public spaces. City officials hope that this 
type of partnership can be replicated for other parks initiatives.
 

TORONTO, CANADA

YEAR OPENED: SET TO OPEN IN 2017
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issues with public-private park projects
Margaret Walls15 identifies several challenges to public-private park projects. These include:

• Funding uncertainty: Voluntary contributions vary from year to year, making it difficult to 
maintain stable coverage of operating expenses.

• Withdrawal of the public sector: As private donations play a larger role, the public sector may 
reduce its contribution and therefore surrender its authority over public spaces.

• Increased non-profit administration costs divert funding: Faced with growing responsibilities, the 
administrative costs associated with running a non-profit and raising funds divert money from the 
parks themselves.

• Potential to intensify inequalities: park amenities funded by private donations may 
disproportionately favour “have” vs. “have-not” neighbourhoods.

Other challenges are exemplified throughout the five chosen case studies:

• The ethics of public land under private control: The Garden Bridge has been criticized for having 
numerous rules that regulate public activities in the space.

• Perception issues in the community: Early in the 606’s development process, substantial private 
donations caused the community to question the project’s prioritization of their needs.

• Impact on gentrification: The High Line has contributed to substantial increases in surrounding 
property values, pushing out existing residents and businesses in favour of new, upscale 
condominiums.

• Lack of transparency and public participation: The initial design and development of Pier 55 
occurred behind closed doors, and the project has been heavily critiqued for its lack of public 
involvement.

• Use of private money to support political decisions that fly in the face of “good planning”: The 
Under Gardiner project comes at an interesting time given the recent decision to maintain the 
eastern section of the elevated highway, despite its recommended removal by various experts and 
planning staff. This park project effectively upholds the Gardiner Expressway, and decreases the 
likelihood of any future progressive decision to tear it down.
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reflections toward a riverfront ribbon
A wide range of major public park projects have been accelerated and amplified 
with substantial amounts of private funding. The literature review and five project 
case studies illustrate what is possible for the Riverfront Ribbon, but they draw 
attention to some points of caution. Evergreen, the City of Toronto, and the Toronto 
and Region Conservation Authority should consider the viability of a public-
private partnership to support the creation of the Ribbon, which should include the 
following elements:

• The creation of a new special-purpose agency and governance structure 
to direct fundraising efforts, lobby for government funding, and convene 
stakeholders;

• An inclusive public engagement strategy with surrounding communities and 
residents of the city at large;

• An examination of how new residential developments around the Lower Don  
can be leveraged to fund the Ribbon, and;

• A significant role for the public sector, including the provision of stable  
base funding.     

The Riverfront Ribbon’s time is now. The November 2015 announcement of the 
Under Gardiner project indicates that Toronto is ready for active engagement toward 
public-private parks initiatives. The Riverfront Ribbon is an opportunity to reconnect 
Toronto with its natural heritage as a city of ravines, and invite new and existing 
residents of the area to explore their riverfront backyard. Nowhere is the opportunity 
to re-engage with green space greater than in the Lower Don, along Toronto’s new 
Riverfront Ribbon. 
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Table 1: list of projects 

Name City Lead Organization Park Created
united states
Tennessee Riverpark Chattanooga River Valley Partners 1991
Cornfields Los Angeles California State Parks 2001
Crissy Field San Francisco Golden Gate National Parks Conservancy 2001

International Riverfront Detroit Detroit Riverfront Conservancy 2003
Hudson River Park New York Friends of the Hudson River Park 2003
Millennium Park Chicago Millennium Park Inc. 2004
Santa Fe Railyard Park + Plaza Santa Fe Santa Fe Railyard Community Corporation 2004
Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy Greenway Boston Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy Greenway Conservancy 2003
Atlanta Beltline Atlanta Atlanta BeltLine, Inc. 2008
Discovery Green Houston Discovery Green 2008
Visitacion Valley Greenway San Francisco Visitacion Valley Greenway Project 2008
High Line New York Friends of the High Line 2009
Railroad Park Birmingham Railroad Park Conservancy 2010
Brooklyn Bridge Park New York Brooklyn Bridge Park Conservancy 2010
Portland Bayside Trail Portland, ME Portland Trails Trust 2010
Klyde Warren Park Dallas Woodall Rogers Park Foundation 2012
Newark Riverfront Park Newark Newark Riverfront Revival 2012
Bayou Greenways Houston Houston Parks Board 2013
The 606 Chicago Trust for Public Land 2014
Lafitte Greenway New Orleans Friends of the Lafitte Greenway 2014
A Gathering Place Tulsa George Kaiser Family Foundation 2014
Cleveland Foundation Centennial Trail Cleveland Cleveland Foundation 2015
The Rail Park Philadelphia Friends of the Rail Park 2016?
QueensWay New York Trust for Public Land 20??
Hollywood Central Park Los Angeles Friends of the Hollywood Central Park 20??

Toronto Music Garden Toronto Toronto Botanical Gardens 1999
West Toronto Railpath Toronto Friends of the West Toronto Rail Path 2009
Under Gardiner Toronto Judy Matthews 2017

Battersea Power Station Pavilion and Pop-Up Park London, UK Battersea Power Station Development Company 2014
Derbyshire Street Pocket Park London, UK Oxford House 2014
Vauxhall Missing Link : The Promenade of Curiosities London, UK Vauxhall One BID 2015
Garden Bridge London, UK Garden Bridge Trust 2003

canada

united kingdom
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